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New Orleans reaches settlement in case that
says 94 percent of bus stops not ADA-
compliant
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After 11 months of litigation, a federal judge on Friday

approved a settlement requiring New Orleans and the

New Orleans Regional Transit Authority to �x all bus

stops in the city that have been "inaccessible to persons

with" mobility-related disabilities. The settlement

comes after three residents sued the city after the

group learned that roughly 94 percent of the city's bus

stops are not compliant with the Americans With

Disabilities Act.

Andrew Bizer of the local Bizer Law Firm said Monday

(Feb. 13) the city has agreed to �x 2,092 bus stops

"found to be noncompliant" with the ADA within 14

years. Although he said "we're very happy" the city

agreed to the settlement agreement, he added that the

settlement is still "a compromise."
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"We would've liked a quicker time horizon and they

wanted a longer time horizon, but as settlements go we

try to meet somewhere in the middle and we're pleased

that the court has certi�ed the settlement agreement,"

Bizer said.

The lawsuit, �led in the Eastern District Court of

Louisiana, is against the city, the RTA and Transdev

Services, Inc., RTA's private manager. The plaintiffs

include Francis Falls, Mitchell Miraglia, and Thad

Tatum, three men who use wheelchairs. A

comment from the city in response to the settlement

was not immediately available.

After �ling a Freedom of Information Act request, Bizer

said they received a previously undisclosed 2014 RTA

survey, in which the agency reviewed 2,218 of its bus

stops. The RTA determined that only 5.7 percent, or 126,

of its bus stops were ADA compliant. Among the more

than 94 percent of its bus stops considered non-

compliant, 336 of them had a compliant transit stop

area, but required sidewalk, curb ramp construction, or

repair to be fully compliant, according to the survey.

Bizer stressed that the bus stops are not merely "a

bunch of old, decrepit bus stops" but were "new ones

were being made wrong." He said New Orleans was

"spending taxpayer dollars to modify these bus stops

and they weren't doing it in the right manner."
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"We sort of stopped the bleeding with that respect

immediately," he said.

The combined project cost for transit stop

improvements range from about $10.7 million to $12.6

million in 2016, according to the study. The city now

plans to spend four years researching possible traf�c

impacts for the repairs, Bizer said. He added that the

city will also use that time to prioritize which bus stops

get �xed �rst, and each plaintiff is tasked with

providing to the city his "Top 10" bus stops that should

be prioritized for renovations.

Bizer has repeatedly called the non-compliant bus

stops discriminatory since he �led suit March 28, 2016.

He stressed his clients "have had to endure certain bus

stops where the slopes are dangerously steep." They

would also avoid non-compliant bus stops by crossing

"multiple blocks" to reach a compliant bus stop, he said.

Sometimes they traveled in the street to reach bus

stops because of the state of the sidewalks, he added.

With this part of the agreement underway, the

settlement states that Bizer's �rm has a week to �le a

motion to allow Magistrate Judge Karen Wells Roby to
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determine the amount of damages owed to the

plaintiffs. Bizer said they decided to handle that issue in

this manner "to put a wall between the �xes and the

money damages for ethical reasons."


